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Midnight Sun - the golden light of arctic summers
The partnership between master blade smith Johan Gustafsson and watchmaker Patrik Sjogren was forged
to provide truly unique watches, inspired by the beauty of northern Scandinavia and the ancient Swedish
tradition of metallurgy.
GoS proudly presents - Midnight Sun - a strictly limited edition inspired by the Lapland summers when
the sun never sets. The bright summer nights have a different kind of gentle light, which is sometimes
referred to as "the golden light".
GoS has captured the golden light by using a solid gold dial and applying several steps of radial finishing
to achieve the sunray effect. The abstract shape of the sun is captured in the damascus steel chapter ring.
The chapter ring and the hands are made from Johan Gustafsson's handforged steel, which has been
shaped, polished, etched and then beveled to create the rough patterned surface and sparkling beveled
edges.
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The Midnight Sun model is a collaboration between GoS Watches and master watchmaker Jochen
Benzinger who has developed his own style in movement skeletonization. The chronometre grade 6498
movement has received a custom sunray-skeletonization to complement the Midnight Sun theme. The
blued main plate and wheels also feature some of his beautiful guilloche work.
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The Midnight Sun is crafted from the same (stainless) damascus steel that was first featured in the Nordic
Seasons series. The finishing work on the case has been further developed with Midnight Sun to increase
contrasts in the damascus steel pattern.
One unique feature of the GoS case is the larger diameter of the case back and bezels, which we use to highlight
the curved surface of the damascus steel case core as the steel pattern is mirrored in the high gloss, polished
finish. Another unique feature is the damascus steel bezel inset that frames the dial. The trademark oversize
crown in damascus steel has a larger diameter than previous GoS models but the height has been reduced to
increase overall wearability as the case core is 45mm.
The hands of the Midnight Sun are made in damascus steel and have the GoS sword shape that premiered in the
Stockholm model. All hands and index rings are hand finished with polished bevels. Making damascus steel parts
in this reduced scale requires different qualities from the steel than when its used in knives. The damascus steel of
watch hands requires the pattern to be very sharp and rich of contrasts to be at all visible.
The Midnight Sun comes with a strap in soft, black nubuck. The matte surface of the straps blends well with the
damascus steel finish of the case These handmade GoS straps are fitted with screwed lugs and are paired with a
stainless steel GoS buckle.

Specifications - GoS Midnight Sun
Watch series - Midnight Sun
● Case: Stainless steel and stainless damascus steel 44/45mmx10mm (10ATM)
● Lug width: 22mm
● Glass: Flat sapphire glass with AR coating
● Movement: Swiss manual ETA 6498
● Movement refinement: Refinished and improved to chronometre grade by the swiss company Soprod.
● Movement customization: Skeletonized and re-finished by Jochen Benzinger
● Dial: Solid 18K gold, finished with a sunray effect
● Index ring/rehaut: Solid damascus steel, shaped and polished by hand
● Hands: Solid damascus steel, shaped and polished by hand
● Crown: 9mm in finegrained stainless damascus stainless steel, double gasket crown inset
● Case finishing: Stainless damascus steel, high gloss polished with GoS logo engraved on case side.
● Strap: Handcrafted soft nubuck leather, fitted with GoS stainless steel buckle
● Limitation: 5 pieces
Presentation Box
● Individually crafted box in svepask technique of birch wood
● Colored with natural pigments mixed in linseed oil
● Covered with high grade natural wax and polished to a deep finish
● Two year guarantee

High resolution photos available on request
All Midnight Sun photos by photographer Björn Dahlgren

